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Title:WHICH BASEBALL BAT WILL HIT THE BALL THE FURTHEST?( MARUCCI Pastime CAT 9 OR
VICTUS NOX)?

• Vague overview related to the lab

Statement of the Problem:The problem of this experiment is that I want to know what baseball bat is the
best so I know which one to use. I became interested in this because I am on a travel baseball team and I
would like to know  which bat is better to use.

Objective:

● In this experiment I will be testing which baseball bat company(Marucci and Victus)  will hit the
ball the furthest.

Hypothesis:I hypothesize that in this experiment, the Victus Nox will  hit the ball the further than the Marucci
Pastime Cat 9 even though, according towww.batdigest.com which  states that both bats are equally great, I'm
going with the Victus Nox because of my personal use of the bat.

● What do we think will happen?
○ This is an educated guess, explain your thoughts. Your Hypothesis is made prior to  doing the

experiment. It is not counted as wrong if you had a different outcome at the  end.

Materials: List of materials used (must include quantity)

● 2 bats, 1 Marucci Pastime Cat9 bat Bbcor (31in)  and 1 Victus Nox bat USSSA (32in.)*note they don't have
to be those two bats, they can be any two bats you want*

● 1 Pitching Machine(BP3)
● 1 bucket of rubber balls to be safe Rubber baseballs (Bayden 5 in.)
● 1  School Laptop Chrome book/gateway laptop ( don't have to be these types of laptops)
● 1 Science Fair logbook
● Indoor facility/baseball field
● Baseball clothing attire (Athletic wear)
● 2 Metal cleats/spikes or turfs/rubber
● Safety wear(helmet)
● Measuring tape (measures in ft. but make sure you convert to cm. or in.)
● Volunteer assistance was my dad and my coach

http://www.batdigest.com


Dependent and Independent Variable:

● Independent-Different type of bats(marucci cat 9 pastime vs. victus nox vs.
● Dependent- The distance the ball rolled after contact with the bat (ft)
● Constants-I will keep the baseballs and force of the baseball the same.

Procedure:

1. Go to the indoor facility/baseball field
2. Gather materials; Marucci(31in. BBcor) and Victus(32in. USSSA) baseball bats, one bucket of

rubber baseballs, pitching machine(BP3), measuring tape, logbook.
3. Make sure you put your cleats and safety wear
4. Choose which bat you will bunt with first
5. Get in the bunting position and wait to hit the ball (go to figure three to see bunting position)
6. Mark a spot on the ground so that you are always in the same position when bunting and make

sure the angle of the bat never changes.
7. Turn the machine on to 58 mph.
8. Put one ball at a time in  the back end of the machine to load it up.
9. Bunt  the ball when pitched.
10. Measure the distance of the ball from when it hits the bat to where it rolls to( we measured in

feet and inches cause we forgot to measure in centimeters).
11. Switch the bats
12. Repeat the steps for the next bat(steps 5-10)
13. . Log everything in your logbook on your computer

● Step by step explain what you did.
○ These should be in your own words (reflection), the more detail the better

Results:
● After averaging my results for the seven trials I did, it turned out that the bbcor bat hit the ball further

than the usssa bat with the average distance of the bbcor being 1506 inches and the average of the
usssa being 945 inches. With this information I now know that bbcors are better than usssa and that I
should start to use the bbcor more on my travel baseball team.

dependent variable: The distance the ball rolled after contact with the bat (ft)



Bats T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 AVG

Bat 1
Victus
Nox
usssa

328.5
inches

395.5 1277
inches

1397.5
inches

1287
inches

1005
inches

872
inches

945
inches

Bat 2
Marucci
Pastime
Cat9
bbcor

1040
inches

1039
inches

1465.5
inches

1260
inches

1399
inches

1416
inches

1418
inches

1506
inches

Bats T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 Average

Bat 1
Victus
Nox
usssa

27 ft. 4.5
in.

29 ft.
11.5 in.

106 ft.
5.5 5n.

116 ft.
5.5 in.

107 ft. 3
in.

87 ft. 11
in.

72 ft. 8
in.

78.75 ft.

Bat 2
Marucci
Pastime
Cat9
bbcor

86 ft. 8
in.

86 ft. 7
in.

122 ft
1.5 in.

105 ft. 116 ft. 7
in.

119 ft. 3
in.

119 ft. 5
in.

125.5 ft.



Conclusion:
1. In this experiment my objective was to (Restate objective). I did that by setting up a pitching



machine. Then I bunted the ball with each bat and found out which bat was better. I did this 7 times
with each bat.

2. In this experiment I hypothesized the Victus Nox will  hit the ball further than the Marucci Pastime
Cat 9 even though, according towww.batdigest.com which states that both bats are equally great, I'm
going with the Victus Nox because of my personal use of the bat. My hypothesis was incorrect
because the Victus Nox usssa has less pop then the Marucci Pastime Cat9 bbcor.

3. After averaging my results for the seven trials, it turned out that the bbcor hit the ball further than
the usssa bat with the average distance of the bbcor being 1506 inches and the average of the usssa
being 945 inches. With this information I now know that bbcors are better than usssa and that I
should start to use the bbcor more.

4. As a travel baseball player, I want to use the bat with the most amount of pop, and this experiment
showed me what type of bats I should be using.

5. I would have a larger sample size by adding an extra bat, a wood bat so I can really find out what
type of bat is better, bbcor, usssa, or wood

▪ Take it to the next level? Why...
▪ Make it more precise? Why...
▪ Larger sample size? Why…

Pictures: Additional photographs or drawings
Note: these pictures were taken after I did the experiment and that's why the shoes are different, the
shoes in the materials picture are the ones I used whe i did the experiment, the pair in the pictures were
the shoes I had for practice that night.

Figure 1: materials; my bats,
my helmet, my shoes, the pitching machine, and the bucket of baseballs
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Figure 2: pitching machine; this is my coach putting
a ball into the pitching machine



Figure 3: bunting position; this is me in the bunting position  which I used for both batsa



Figure 4: this is the measuring tape that I used to measure the distance the ball rolled


